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JOBS IN CONSTRUCTION- KENTUCKY OPPORTUNITIES
A brief study report suggests that number of construction superintendent jobs available are 11 for a salary package of $50, 000, it is 5 for a salary package of
$70, 000 and 1 for a salary package of $90, 000. But these are just a sub division of the broader picture of constructions. So you can be rest assured that the
numbers of jobs in constructions are much more than these figures reflect and the salary packages are something that would surely leave you gaping at it in
wonder.

Let us now take a look at some of the job offers that you can think of exploring in Kentucky.

Project superintendent wanted for Walsh constructions

3 to 5 years of experience is demanded for this work in heavy civil constructions. The candidate is expected to monitor costing and supervise the works of
subordinates and settle deals with sub contractors. He should be responsible for designing safe environment for working where no risks are involved. The
project schedules have to be monitored by the person. Should have a great sense of responsibility and should be capable of organizing.

Installation technician wanted at time Warner cable

The person should be able to check the level of amplifiers for the proper signal processing. He should be able to perform upgrades and downgrades and see
the pre wiring requirements and check the overall installments. General construction and pole transfers should be something with which he should be quite
proficient actually. And most importantly he should observe the safety rules and seriously abide by them and carry his duties. He should at least have the high
school qualifications and hold a diploma in the related field.

Energy management services and company
They require a pipeline project manager for their construction company. He has to shoulder quite a number of responsibilities actually. This person is
expected to identify conceptual routes, this is of utmost importance and determines the feasibility of each routes along with their costing. He should be
familiar with DOT codes, API and ASME systems.

Sears home improvement products and services

They need a contractor who would have an experience of at least one year in this field. A quality minded and experienced person is required for this job. They
need installers for their kitchen remodeling projects and products, garage doors, entry doors and windings. It would be very convenient for them if you can
bring in your photos along with your resume when you plan to visit them for the job.

So there are some of the construction jobs that are waiting for you to get further explored at Kentucky.

 


